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This year seems to end on a very interesting note. We just got word
that a Federal Elections Committee complaint was filed by the
Committee to Defend the President against the Hillary Victory Fund
(HVF), also known as Hillary Clinton’s campaign organization, but
that’s not all. The complaint also mentions state Democratic parties,
the Democratic National Committee and a number of DEM mega
donors. The ironically named Hillary Victory Fund asked for six figure
donations from Democratic donors and then routed the cash through
state parties in a money laundering scheme of sorts. Finally, the
money ended up into Hillary Clinton’s campaign coffers. Speaking of
corruption and embezzlement, this is as good as it gets, but we’ve
expected nothing less from the Clinton Crime Family, right?

Now, getting back to our story, it was estimated that approximately
84 million dollars have been laundered by the Democrats in what
has been described as the single largest campaign finance scandal
in our history.

 

The complaint filed by the Committee to Defend the President claims
that various accounting tricks were used in order to launder the
money, and during this operation, US fundraising laws have been
violated. Moreover, in late October, the Democratic National
Committee and Hillary Clinton’s campaign were also served a
Federal Elections Committee complaint for hiding payment for the
now discredited and spurious Russia so-called dossier, the



opposition research file that was used against the Donald during the
2016 campaign. Here’s a quote from Investor’s Business Daily:

 

“Here’s what you can’t do, which the Clinton machine appeared to do
anyway. As the Supreme Court made clear in McCutcheon v. FEC,
the JFC may not solicit or accept contributions to circumvent base
limits, through “earmarks” and “straw men” that are ultimately
excessive — there are five separate prohibitions here. On top of that,
six-figure donations either never actually passed through state party
accounts or were never actually under state party control, which
adds false FEC reporting by HVF, state parties, and the DNC to the
laundry list. […] HVF bundled these megagifts and, on a single day,
reported transferring money to all participating state parties, some of
which would then show up on FEC reports filed by the DNC as
transferring the exact same dollar amount on the exact same day to
the DNC. Yet not all the state parties reported either receiving or
transferring those sums.”
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And at the very time she was doing this, Dinesh D’Souza was
serving a jail sentence and/or probation for giving a cousin a $25,000
contribution. Prosecuted by this very administration.

I wonder what Paul Manafort thinks about Tony Podesta, who is still
walking around free with his millions safely in his bank account. I
think we have a two-tiered justice system. One for powerful
Democrats and another for Republicans.

Podesta has probably been indicted in secret Grand Jury fashion.
You know why Manafort’s house was raided and he was publicly
arrested? He worked for Trump. Podesta didn’t.

There is nothing like a smear. Nothing in this world.

 

It was reported that over 90% of federal government employees
donated to Hillary Clinton’s campaign. I’d imagine the same ratio of
DOJ and FBI employees did the same. So, even if Trump and
Sessions did have a secret investigation going on, how can they be



sure that it’s not another Hillary email cover-up instead of a
legitimate investigation?

 

After all, the FBI agents involved in Tarmac Gate willingly signed
non-disclosure agreements. Was it because their jobs and/or well
being was threatened? Or did they just do it on their own free will?

I don’t believe either of those choices are the kind of agents our we
need in our FBI.

Besides, look at what Comey and Holder have been propping up and
calling integrity. Mueller, McCabe, Baker and even Comey himself
have been said to have the highest integrity, even though they’ve all
been exposed as corrupt, lawless and liars who are involved in a
conspiracy aimed at removing President Trump from office.

 



Eight of the major players involved have been removed from their
positions, but new names keep popping up all the time. There are
probably dozens, if not hundreds more of upper level jobs at the DOJ
and FBI that are occupied by never-Trumpers/leftist Democrats.
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